The 24’ Hamptonian
This Hamptonian is a bit shorter than its sister unit, however, its
slightly smaller size and one less axle allow for greater maneuverability where placement of the unit may be difficult due to limited
space. The trade-off, here, is one less appliance on the men’s side,
but beyond that, it’s still a full-fledged Hamptonian and the perfect solution in situations where the absolute best is required.
Completely climate controlled, all Hamptonians feature hot and
cold running water, lighted vanity mirrors, stereo sound systems,
interior and exterior lighting, oak vanity cabinets, automatic flush
urinals, porcelain commodes and separate entrances for both the
ladies' and men's areas.
Optional amenity packages are available.
See specifications on overleaf.

24’ Hamptonian

The interior of the Hamptonian is beautifully appointed with oak cabinetry, gold plated
plumbing fixtures, no-touch flush controls and faucets, lighted makeup mirrors and more.
The 24’ Model boasts the same fixtures and attention to detail as in the larger configuration,which gives this Hamptonian a level of luxury that is unsurpassed in the industry.

Accommodations

Ladies side: 4 commodes in 4 private cabins, 2 sinks in common area , 1 private sink.
Men’s side: 1 commode in private cabin, 3 urinals, 2 sinks in common area.

Capacity

The number of people served will vary according to the length and nature of event.

Electrical Power

Unit operates on three separate 110/125 volt, 20 amp circuits. These circuits must be
on separate breakers and not used to power any additional equipment.

Electrical Connections

Requires three (3) extensions with NEMA 5-20 connectors.

Generator

Required where adequate power is not available.

Water Supply

Unit has a standard garden hose connection. A spigot with compatible connector
and functioning turn-off valve is required.

Auxiliary Water Supply

Required where water, or adequate water pressure (30-60 psi), is not available

Additional Fees

Relocation of unit after initial delivery.
Optional amenity package, flowers.
When required: Electricians, Plumbers, Attendants
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